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R Balasubramanian, K Ramachandra, A Sankaranarayanan. On the zeros of a class of generalised Dirichlet series-XVIII (a few remarks on littlewood's theorem and Totchmarsh points). HardyRamanujan Journal, Hardy-Ramanujan Society, 1997, 20, pp.12-28. hal-01109311 § 1. INTRODUCTION AND NOTATION. This paper was necessit,a.ted because we observed that the proofs of the results of the paper XVI[ 7 1 can be simplified and that the results therein can at the same time be generalised. (In § 1, § 2 and § 3 we prove six theorems in all. For an attr;Ktive application of these see Theorem 11 of § 4). We write s = (J +it as usual.
We begin by stating a. generalisation of Theorem 9.15 (A) (on page 230 of [9] ). We need some definitions. (We fix two positive constants a and b with a < b throughout). The parameter T will be assumed to exceed a large positive constant.
GENERALISED DIRICHLET SERIES (GDS).
Let fAn} be a. sequence of real numbers with a < >.: < >.2 < · · ·, >., < band a :S An+J -An :S b for n :0: 1. Lel {An} be auy sequence of complex numbers such that A 1 # 0 and "" (1) converges for some complex s = so. Then and also taken over all monomials occuring in P(X 1 , · · ·, x;). If the degree of P is 1 then we can allow ea.ch <t'i(s) to be a GDS. Then P ba.s to be an NGDS.
PROOF.
The proof follows from the fa.ct that (6) implies (8) and that for a suitable small constant g > 0 we have
Note that in view of Lemma 1 it is not hard to deduce that 
constant, Contains> log T zeros of F(s) .
PROOF. For the proof of this theorem due to R. Balasubrama.nian and K. Rama.cha.ndra see Theorem 3 of IIII 1 1. It should be mentioned that this theorem is not too-trivial a generalisation of Theorem 9.14 (on page 227 of [9] ) due to E.C. Titchmarsh.
WELL-SPACED POINTS. The points
the complex plane are said to be well-spaced if I s(q) -s(q') I is bounded below for all pairs (q, q') with q "f q'. We choose a small radius and sum over all the discs taking Sq to be u + itq.
THEOREM 4. If there are No well-spaced Titchmarsh points for F(s) (F(s) as in Theorem 3), then F(s) has>
We obtain
values of q. We next sum over all j and obtain the result. condition on an will be assumed in the rest of this paper.
Lest we get lost in generalities we state two special cases first. 
THEOREM 9. In the above theorem we can relax the condition on an to
for every fixed C > 0. 
PROOF. Theorem 10 (below) gives~ T (loglog T)-

X$n$2X
We next assume that {a,.} and {b,.} satisfy at least one of the two followin.q conditions. 
REMARK. This theorem is proved by R. Balasubramanian and K. Ramac\landra in this form in the paper XIV1 4 1 except that we have now to use L I an 1 2~ x in place of an = 0(1) and also except that we have n::;:p to involve 9. Lemmas necessary (see Lemma 6 of JV[ 2 1) for these generalities and also the method have been developed in previous papers mentioned before by R. Balasubramanian and K. Ramachandra. Finally we would like to mention paper XVI 5 of these GDS only in very special cases (but still a somewhat large class of GDS) we can prove that .
•) according as l > 2 or i = 2 see [8] .
Instead of enumerating all .the applications of this theory we state a beautiful theorem (na.mely _Theorem 11 below) . Many other theorems can be deduced in a. similar manner by the interested readers from the resul~ of papers mentioned above and the' results of § 1, § 2 and § 3, (see also the post-script at the end of this paper). We applY. this lemma to h(cr) = h(cr,t) = x(cr +it) of equation (5) . FrQm this it foiiows tha.t for z<tl(s) we have No> T and the lower bound
